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Abstrat
The inhibition of the total HI n↔ 1 transition rate by delayed resonant reabsorption of
HI (n + 1) → 1 photons by HI n → 1 line whih is possible due to osmologial redshift
is onsidered semi-analytially. The method taking into aount this eet in the frame
of simple three-level approximation model of reombination is suggested. It is onrmed
that the resonant feedbaks aet ionization fration at the level about 0.2% for the epoh
of last sattering.
Similar onsideration of HeI 21P ↔ 11S ⇒ HeI 23P ↔ 11S feedbak for helium is
provided. It is onrmed that allowane of this feedbak leads to inrease of predited free
eletron fration by 0.12% at z ≃ 2300. It is shown that taking into aount absorption
and thermalization of HeI 21P ↔ 11S resonant superequilibrium photons (during their
redshifting to the HeI 23P ↔ 11S frequeny) by small amount of neutral hydrogen (10−7−
10−4 of total number of hydrogen atoms and ions) existing in helium reombination epoh
is important for orret onsideration of this helium feedbak.
Keywords: osmologial reombination, CMB, anisotropy, feedbak, hydrogen, helium,
deuterium
1 Introdution
Cosmologial reombination plays an important role for the observations of the
CMBR anisotropy, beause the visibility of epoh at xed z diretly depends on onen-
tration of free eletrons. Today it is lear that for orret analysis of experimental data
from Plank mission (launhed at May 2009) and other future experiments on anisotropy
measurements the ionization fration as a funtion of redshift should be alulated with
relative auray within 0.1% at least. Also the odes for suh alulations should be fast
enough for eetive determination of osmologial parameters from CMBR anisotropy
data. Several approahes are suggested to satisfy these onditions: three-level approxi-
mation (TLA) with fudge fators (e.g. refast, Seager et al. 1999, Wong et al. 2008),
training-oneption (e.g. RICO, Fendt et al. 2009), multy-level odes with not very
large prinipal quantum number (5 . nmax . 10), and others. In a number of works
the dierent approah was desribed (e.g. Dubrovih and Grahev 2005) and used (e.g.
Kholupenko and Ivanhik 2006): the TLA-model has been suessfully modied to in-
lude transitions from high exited states, helium reombination through ortho-hannel,
HI Lyα ⇒ HI 2s↔1s feedbak, and hydrogen ontinuum absorption. These works show
that the way of modiation of TLA-model appears fruitful and in prinipal in this way
TLA-model an be developed to the form taking into aount umulative ation of thin
eets onsidered until now for preise alulations of osmologial reombination.
The radiative feedbaks for the osmologial reombination problem have been
onsidered in a number of works (Chluba and Sunyaev 2007, 2009; Switzer and Hirata
2008). The method presented in this work is similar to the method developed by Chluba
and Sunyaev (2009), but in present work some additional analytial approximations have
been obtained. Use of these approximations allows us to speed up the reombination
alulations. The main purpose of this paper is to show how the eet of HI Ly(n+1)⇒
HI n↔1 feedbaks for hydrogen (Chluba and Sunyaev 2007, 2009) and HeI 21P ↔ 11S ⇒
HeI 23P ↔ 11S feedbak for helium (Switzer and Hirata 2008, Chluba and Sunyaev 2009)
an be taken into aount in the frame of TLA-model and to provide an independent
alulation of these eets for omparison.
2 Cosmologial model
All alulations have been performed in the frame of standard osmologial model. Cor-
responding values of osmologial parameters are indiated in Tab. 1. Dependene of
Hubble onstant on redshift is given by the following
H(z) = H0
√
ΩΛ + Ωm(1 + z)3 + Ωrel(1 + z)4 (1)
Total onentration of atoms and ions for the ertain omponent of plasma depends on
redshift by power law: N ∼ (1 + z)3.
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Table 1: Parameters of the standard osmologial model
Value desription Symbol Value
total matter Ωtot 1
(in the units of ritial density)
non-relativisti matter Ωm = ΩCDM + Ωb 0.27
baryoni matter Ωb 0.045
relativisti matter Ωrel = Ωγ + Ων 8.23 · 10
−5
vauum-like energy ΩΛ 0.73
Hubble onstant H0 70 km/s/Mp
radiation temperature T0 2.725 K
helium mass fration Y 0.24
deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio [D/H ] 3 · 10−5
3 Hydrogen Feedbaks
3.1 Semi-analytial Consideration of Resonant Feedbaks for Hy-
drogen
The n↔ 1 transition rate is given by the following formula
Jn ≃ An
(
Nn (1 + η(νn))−
gn
g1
η(νn)N1
)
(2)
where An [s
−1
℄ is the oeient of spontaneous radiative n → 1 transition, Nn [m
−3
℄ is
the onentration of atoms in the state n, N1 [m
−3
℄ is the onentration of atoms in the
ground state, η(ν) is the number of photons per ν mode, νn is the entral frequeny of
n→ 1 line, gn, g1 are the statistial weights of state n and the ground state.
Use of Sobolev solution allows us to rewrite (2) in more onvenient form:
Jn ≃ PnAn
(
Nn
(
1 + η+n
)
−
gn
g1
η+nN1
)
(3)
where Pn is the usual Sobolev esape probability, η
+
n is the oupation number of radiation
in the blue wing of n→ 1 line (see Fig. 1).
Let us dene the oeient Cn (the fator by whih ordinary Sobolev transition
rate (orresponding to the presene of proper resonant radiation only) is inhibited by the
feedbak eet):
Cn = Jn/J
0
n (4)
where J0n is the n ↔ 1 transition rate in the ase of equilibrium radiation in the blue
wing of n ↔ 1 line (i.e. η+n = η
0
n where η
0
n is equilibrium (plankian) oupation number
at frequeny νn). Negleting indued n→ 1 transitions (in omparison with spontaneous
n→ 1 transitions, sine η+n . 10
−8 ≪ 1 for any reasonable ase) one an obtain:
Cn =
Nn − (gn/g1) η
+
n N1
Nn − (gn/g1) η0nN1
(5)
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Using quasistaionary solution of radiation transfer problem for n→ 1 line:
η =
g1Nn
gnN1
(
1− e−τ
)
+ η+e−τ (6)
and taking into aount that for all Ly-lines optial depth τ is muh larger than unity at
the entral frequeny and in the red wing, one an write:
ηn ≃ η
−
n ≃
g1Nn
gnN1
(7)
where η−n is the oupation number of radiation in the red wing of n → 1 line (see Fig.
1). Using (7) one an obtain the following expression for Cn:
Cn =
η−n − η
+
n
η−n − η
0
n
(8)
In aordane with Zeldovih et al. (1968) and Peebles (1968) the populations of
exited states are approximately determined relative to the state n = 2 by the Boltzmann
distribution:
Nn
N2
=
gn
g2
exp
(
−
En − E2
kBT
)
(9)
Using (7) and (9) it is easy to show (e.g. Peebles 1968) that:
η−n = η
−
2 exp
(
−
En − E2
kBT
)
(10)
or approximately
η−n = ηα
η0n
η0α
(11)
where ηα = η
−
2 is the HI Lyα oupation number (additional subsript α emphasizes the
important role of HI Lyα radiation for onsideration of osmologial reombination).
It is well known that in the absene of absorption the value η+n an be found by
using the following formula:
η+n (z) = η
−
n+1(z
′
n) (12)
where z′n for this ase is given by the following relation
z′n = (1 + z)
νn+1
νn
− 1 = (1 + z)
1 − (n+ 1)−2
1− n−2
− 1 (13)
Using (11) one an obtain from (12) the following:
η+n (z) = η
0
n+1(z
′
n)
ηα(z
′
n)
η0α(z
′
n)
(14)
Substituting (11) and (14) into (8) one an nd that
Cn =
(ηα/η
0
α)−
(
η0n+1(z
′
n)/η
0
n(z)
)
(ηα(z
′
n)/η
0
α(z
′
n))
(ηα/η0α)− 1
(15)
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Note that denition (13) results in η0n+1(z
′
n) = η
0
n(z). Using this one an obtain the
following formula for Cn:
Cn =
(ηα/η
0
α)− (ηα(z
′
n)/η
0
α(z
′
n))
(ηα/η0α)− 1
(16)
Let us dene the following funtion:
ΓH =
ηα
η0α
− 1 (17)
whih has sense of relative overheating of Lyα radiation in omparison with its equilibrium
value (see top panel of Fig. 2). Using this funtion the formula for Cn an be rewritten
in the following form:
Cn = 1− ΓH(z
′
n)/ΓH(z) (18)
Formula (18) shows us that in the rst approximation the knowledge of the only
funtion ΓH(z) is enough for alulating all the feedbak inhibition oeients Cn.
Asymptoti of Cn at large n an be obtained by using Taylor's expansion for ΓH(z
′
n):
ΓH(z
′
n) ≃ ΓH(z) +
dΓH(z)
dz
(z′n − z) (19)
For the large n the following approximation is valid (e.g. Grin and Hirata 2009)
z′n ≃ z + 2(1 + z)n
−3
(20)
Using (19) and (20) one an obtain
Cn ≃ −
2(1 + z)
n3
d ln ΓH
dz
= −
2
n3
d ln ΓH
d ln (1 + z)
(21)
Formula (21) is valid for prinipal quantum numbers n ≥ 16 and redshifts z = 800−1800
with relative auray within 10%. Dependene of d ln ΓH/d ln (1 + z) on z is shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 2. Note that this dependene is almost linear for z = 1000− 1300.
Taking this into aount one an nd simple approximation of ΓH for dierent values of the
key osmologial parameters. Suh an approximation may be useful for fast alulations
of full set of inhibition oeients Cn without preliminary alulation of ΓH.
Formula (21) shows that at any xed z values Cn derease with inreasing n by
power law n−3. This means that beginning from some value nmax the total inuene of
transitions from high exited states with n ≥ nmax and feedbak eet beomes negligible
(at any given level of auray).
It should be noted that Cn are the funtions of non-equilibrium radiation eld at
dierent moments z′ (shifted relative urrent moment z). This radiation eld depends on
solution of osmologial reombination problem whih in turn depends on Cn in general
ase. This means that for maximal auray of numerial solution of onsidered problem
one should use iteration method (Chluba and Sunyaev 2007, Switzer and Hirata 2008).
Nevertheless it is evident that inuene of taking into aount Cn on ionization history
and non-equilibrium radiation eld is small, i.e. orretion to intensity of non-equilibrium
radiation is muh less than unity (no more than several perent). This allows us to use
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unperturbed (i.e. alulated in the frame of standard TLA model without feedbaks)
value of Lyα radiation eld for determination of funtion ΓH(z).
Coeients Cn may be useful not only for improvement of TLA model but also for
using in multilevel odes (without splitting on angular moment (Grahev and Dubrovih
1991) and with splitting on angular moment (Burgin 2003, Rubino-Martin et al. 2006,
Switzer and Hirata 2008, Grin and Hirata 2009)) for preise alulations of ionization
history and reombination distortions of CMBR spetrum. As well as formalism of Sobolev
esape probability, the formalism of inhibition oeients Cn allows us to avoid diret
solution of radiation transfer equations for lines and transitions under onsideration.
Results of alulations of oeients Cn(z) are shown in the Figs 3 and 4.
3.2 Inuene of Feedbaks on Hydrogen Reombination
Knowledge of oeients Cn(z) allows us to alulate the feedbak orretion to the
hydrogen ionization fration xHII and orrespondingly to the onentration of free eletrons
∆Ne/Ne. Ionization fration xHII is determined by the standard TLA kineti equation
(Peebles 1968, Seager et al. 1999) with modied inhibition fator:
CHI =
Areff + A2s1s
βHI + A
r
eff + A2s1s
(22)
where Areff is the new total eetive oeient of np↔1s transitions, A2s1s is the oeient
of 2s→1s two-photon spontaneous transition, βHI is the eetive total ionization oeient
from exited states of hydrogen atoms. The eetive oeient Areff is given by the
following formula:
Areff =
∑
n≥2
Cn
gn
g1
PnAn exp
(
−
En − E2
kBT
)
(23)
where En is the energy of level n. Taking into aount the approximated expression for
Sobolev esape probability
Pn ≃
g18piHν
3
n
gnAnNHIc3
(24)
one an nd the orretion to the total rate of np↔1s transitions in omparison with the
standard 2p↔1s rate:
∆J
J2p1s
= − (1− C2) +
∑
n≥3
Cn
ν3n
ν3α
exp
(
−
En −E2
kBT
)
(25)
Inluding feedbak 3 ⇒ 2 leads to the negative (i.e. deelerating) orretion
(1− C2) while (n + 1) ⇒ n feedbaks (n ≥ 3) lead to positive (i.e. aelerating) or-
retions. It has the following explanation: oeients Cn take into aount not only
re-absorption of (n + 1) → 1 photons in n → 1 line (deelerating part of eet whih is
equal to (Cn − 1)) but also n → 1 transitions due to esape of photons from line pro-
le (aelerating part whih is equal to 1). Both these eets have not been taken into
aount in the standard TLA-model exepting 2p→1s transitions due to esape of Lyα
photons from line prole.
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Note that in traditional notation of reombination kineti equation (e.g. Peebles
1968, Wong et al. 2008) for allowane of hydrogen feedbaks one should replae usual
Peebles KH-fator (K
old
H = c
3/ (8piν3αH), where H is the Hubble onstant as a funtion of
z aording formula (1)) by the following:
KnewH = K
old
H
(
1 +
∆J
J2p1s
)−1
(26)
Results of alulations of relative hange of free eletron onentration during hy-
drogen reombination epoh are shown in the Fig. 5.
For omparison with result by Chluba and Sunyaev (2009) for hydrogen, the rel-
ative dierene of the free eletron onentration ∆Ne/Ne between the Feedbak TLA
model and TLA model taking into aount transitions from high exited np-states (n ≥ 3)
due to esape of Lyn photons from line proles (e.g. Dubrovih and Grahev 2005) has
been alulated (see Fig. 6). The maximum of this relative dierene is 0.259% at
z ≃ 1055, whih is in very good aordane with orresponding result by Chluba and
Sunyaev (2009).
3.3 Eet of Neutral Deuterium
The fat that deuterium Lyα frequeny is larger than hydrogen one means that redshifted
hydrogen Lyβ photons may be absorbed by neutral deuterium earlier than by hydrogen.
This may lead to sreening of redshifted hydrogen Lyβ radiation from HI 1s→2p transi-
tions by depth of neutral deuterium. Fung and Chluba (2009) have noted that existene
of suh sreening depends on onrete onditions of radiation transfer, and estimate of
sreening eet may be very ompliated problem in general ase. In this subsetion some
neessary details of redshifted HI Lyβ radiation transfer through DI Lyα and HI Lyα lines
are onsidered. The absorption oeients [m
−3
℄ for hydrogen and deuterium in 2p→ 1s
line are given by the following formula
κX(ν, z) =
g2p
g1s
AX,2pφX,2p(ν)NX,1s (27)
where subsript X denotes omponent (X = H or D), φX,2p(ν) [Hz
−1
℄ is the absorption
2p→1s line prole for omponent X (
∫
φX,2p (ν) dν = 1), NX,1s is onentration of atoms
X in ground state.
Corresponding optial depths are given by the following formula
τX(ν, z) =
∫ ∞
ν
c3
8piν ′3
κX(ν
′, z′)
H(z′)
dν ′ (28)
where z′ = (1 + z)ν ′/ν − 1.
The value ND,1s is ontrolled mainly by harge transfer reation (Galli and Palla
1998, Stanil et al. 1998 and referenes therein):
D+ +H ↔ D +H+ (29)
whih tries to keep the fration of neutral deuterium a little larger than the one of neutral
hydrogen. This deviation between frations of neutral hydrogen and neutral deuterium is
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due to dierene between their ionization energies whih in turn is determined by isotopi
shift for these atoms. This energy dierene is ∆TDH = 43 K in temperature units.
Therefore during hydrogen reombination epoh z = 800− 1600 the relative deviation of
neutral deuterium fration from hydrogen one is an order about ∆TDH/T . 0.02 ≪ 1.
Negleting this deviation one an obtain the following formula (see also Wolf Savin 2002)
ND,1s ≃ ND
NH,1s
NH
(30)
where ND is the total onentration of deuterium atoms and ions, NH is the same for the
hydrogen. Using (30) one an estimate the absorption oeient κD and optial depth
τD.
Absorption oeients and optial depths are shown in the Fig 7. The dierene
between entral frequenies of absorption oeients for hydrogen and deuterium is due
to isotopi shift having relative value me/ (2mp) ≃ 27.2 · 10
−5
. The dierene between
magnitudes of absorption oeients is determined by the natural abundane of deuterium
relative to hydrogen. The dierene between thermal (Doppler) widths of absorption
oeients is due to dierent masses for hydrogen and deuterium atoms.
From top panel of Fig. 7 one an see that at the entral frequeny of DI 2p→1s
line the absorption oeient of deuterium is about an order of magnitude larger than
hydrogen one (note that for hydrogen the wing of prole is at this frequeny). Neverthe-
less, despite this one should take into aount that regions and frequeny ranges where
the interation between matter and radiation beomes signiant are determined by the
following ondition τ ∼ 1. From bottom panel of Fig. 7 one an see that optial depth for
deuterium ahieves unity at the frequeny where the optial depth for hydrogen already
has the values muh larger than unity (∼ 104). Therefore, despite the fat that entral
absorption frequeny for deuterium is larger than for hydrogen, the atual frequeny of
interation for deuterium is less than orresponding one for hydrogen. This means that
the redshifted Lyβ photons of hydrogen interat with neutral hydrogen at transitions
HI 1s→2p earlier than with neutral deuterium at transitions DI 1s→2p, i.e. eet of
sreening is absent in the onsidered ase.
4 Helium Feedbak
4.1 Semi-analytial Consideration of Feedbak for Helium
In the dierene from radiation transfer during hydrogen reombination epoh when the
medium is almost transparent for radiation at non-resonant frequenies (i.e. absorption
is negligible) the transfer of redshifted HeI n→1 photons during helium reombination
epoh ours at the presene of suient ontinuum absorption, namely absorption at
ionization of neutral hydrogen atoms. Interation of redshifted HeI n→1 quanta with
neutral hydrogen leads to the partial thermalization of this superequilibrium radiation.
This should be taken into aount in the solution of radiation transfer equation, so instead
of formula (12) one should use the following:
η+n (z) = η
−
n+1(z
′
n) exp
(
−τH(n+1)⇒n
)
+ η0n(z)
(
1− exp
(
−τH(n+1)⇒n
))
(31)
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where τH(n+1)⇒n is the optial depth due to ionization of neutral hydrogen. Sine in present
work we onsider only 21P ↔ 11S ⇒ 23P ↔ 11S feedbak for helium reombination we
an write the following expression for τH21P⇒23P:
τH21P⇒23P(z) =
∫ z
23P
z
cσH (ν
′)NHI (z
′)
H(z′)(1 + z′)
dz′ (32)
where z23P = (ν21P/ν23P) (1 + z) − 1, σH (ν
′) is the ionization rossetion of hydrogen
ground state at frequeny ν ′ = ν23P(1 + z
′)/(1 + z), NHI (z
′) is the onentration of
neutral hydrogen atoms at the moment with redshift z′. Using Saha approximation for
NHI the optial depth τ
H
21P⇒23P an be estimated (with relative auray within 5% for
z ≥ 1800) by the following expression:
τH21P⇒23P(z) ≃
cσH (ν23P)NHI (z)
H(z)
kBT (z)
IH
(
1− exp
(
IH
kBT (z23P)
−
IH
kBT (z)
))
(33)
where IH is the ionization energy of hydrogen ground state.
Likewise the hydrogen ase, let us dene ΓHe =
(
η21P/η
0
21P
)
− 1, where η21P is the
atual oupation number in HeI 21P → 11S line, η021P is the equilibrium oupation
number in HeI 21P → 11S line.
Substitution of (31) into (8) gives us the following formula:
C23P = 1−
ΓHe(z23P)
ΓHe(z)
exp
(
−τH21P⇒23P
)
(34)
Dependenies of C23P and τ
H
21P⇒23P on redshift z are shown in the Fig. 8.
4.2 Inuene of Feedbak on Helium Reombination
Knowledge of oeient C23P(z) allows us to alulate the feedbak orretion to the
helium ionization fration xHeII = NHeII/NHe and orrespondingly to the onentration of
free eletrons ∆Ne/Ne. Ionization fration is determined by the standard TLA kineti
equation (Matsuda et al. 1969, Seager et al. 1999, Kholupenko et al. 2007, Wong et al.
2008) with modied inhibition fator for ortho-hannel of reombination:
Cor =
C23P (g23P/g23S)A23P
(
PH23P + P
r
23P
)
exp (−E23P23S/kBT )
βor + C23P (g23P/g23S)A23P
(
PH23P + P
r
23P
)
exp (−E23P23S/kBT )
(35)
where A23P is the oeient of HeI 2
3P → 11S spontaneous transition, E23P23S is the
23P → 23S transition energy, βor is the eetive total ionization oeient of helium
ortho-states, PH23P is the probability of HeI 2
3P → 11S transitions due to destrution of
HeI 23P → 11S resonant photons by neutral hydrogen within line (Switzer and Hirata
2008, Kholupenko et al. 2007, Rubino-Martin et al. 2008), P r23P is the modied Sobolev
esape probability of HeI 23P → 11S transitions (Kholupenko et al. 2008). Expressions
for probabilities PH23P and P
r
23P appropriate for TLA-models an be found in Wong et
al. (2008) and Kholupenko et al. (2008). For omparison with Chluba and Sunyaev
(2009), the dependene of the eetive esape probability C23P
(
PH23P + P
r
23P
)
on redshift
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z is presented in Fig. 9. This funtion is in very good aordane with result by Chluba
and Sunyaev (2009).
Dependenies of the free eletron fration normalized by total onentration of
hydrogen Ne/NH and orretion ∆Ne/Ne on redshift z for the helium reombination
epoh are presented in Figs 10 and 11 orrespondingly.
In the Fig. 11 for additional omparison with Chluba and Sunyaev (2009), ∆Ne/Ne
in the ase of partial taking into aount hydrogen ontinuum absorption is presented
(partial means that radiation transfer within the resonant 21P ↔ 11S and 23P ↔ 11S
lines has been alulated with taking into aount the presene of neutral hydrogen,
but radiation transfer between these lines has been alulated without the presene of
neutral hydrogen). In this ase the maximum of ∆Ne/Ne is 0.372% at z ≃ 2018. Suh
perturbation of free eletron number an aet the visibility funtion muh larger than
in the ase of omplete taking into aount hydrogen ontinuum absorption (i.e. that
would be important for analysis of damping tail of CMB anisotropy). Obtained result is
in very good aordane with orresponding one by Chluba and Sunyaev (2009). One
again it should be noted that result for partial taking into aount hydrogen ontinuum
absorption is not valid and was obtained as intermediate one for omparison only.
5 Results
The main result of this paper is the semi-analytial approah (formulae 17, 18, 22 - 26, 33
- 35) desribing the feedbak eet for resonant transitions in osmologial plasma. This
approah allows us to alulate the free eletron onentration Ne taking into aount
feedbak eet and orretion ∆Ne/Ne relative to the standard free eletron onentra-
tion obtained in the frame of ommon TLA model (i.e. TLA model without taking into
aount transitions from high exited states n ≥ 3 and feedbaks, e.g. refast by Wong
et al. 2008).
The orretion to the free eletron onentration ∆Ne/Ne during hydrogen reom-
bination epoh is presented in the Fig. 5. The maximal value of this orretion is 0.216%
at redshift about z ≃ 1020. It an lead to the anisotropy power spetrum orretion
having the order about 0.1 - 0.2%.
The orretion to the free eletron onentration ∆Ne/Ne during helium reombi-
nation epoh is presented in the Fig. 11. The maximal value of this orretion is 0.117%
at redshift about z ≃ 2308. Suh value of orretion is negligible at the urrent level of
experimental auray (e.g. needed for treatment of Plank experimental data).
All results obtained in this work (in the frame of modied TLA model) are in very
good aordane with orresponding results obtained in the frame of multilevel model by
Chluba and Sunyaev (2009).
The main onlusions of present work are the following:
1) The modiation of ionization history of the Universe due to HI Ly(n+1) ⇒ HI n↔1
feedbaks is important for orret analysis of CMB anisotropy power spetrum at the ur-
rent level of experimental auray (e.g. Plank mission). This modiation in partiular
an be taken into aount by using semi-analytial approah developed in present paper.
2) The modiation of ionization history of the Universe due to HeI 21P ↔ 11S ⇒
23P ↔ 11S feedbak is negligible for orret analysis of CMB anisotropy power spetrum
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at the urrent level of experimental auray. The smallness of this modiation is par-
tiularly provided by sreening of HeI 21P ↔ 11S resonant quanta from HeI 23P ↔ 11S
transition by small amount of neutral hydrogen existing during helium reombination.
It allows us to avoid aounting the feedbaks for helium at modeling of osmologial
reombination.
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Figure 1: Shemati piture of superequilibrium radiation transfer: oupation
number η as a funtion of frequeny ν is shown by thik solid line, absorption
line proles φ as funtions of frequeny ν are shown by thik dashed line. Value
νn is the entral frequeny of n → 1 line prole, value ν
τ=1
n is the frequeny at
whih the optial depth in n→ 1 line ahieves unity.
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Figure 2: Top panel: Dependene of ΓH on redshift z. Bottom panel:
Dependene of d ln ΓH/d ln (1 + z) on redshift z.
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Figure 3: Dependenies of Cn on redshift z are shown by solid lines for dier-
ent values of prinipal quantum number n indiated near lines. Dependene of
(1− C2) on redshift z is shown by dashed line.
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Figure 4: Dependenies of Cn on prinipal quantum number n are shown by
triangles (for z = 1500) and squares (for z = 1100).
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Figure 5: Convergene of results at variation of number of levels involved in
alulation. Curves presented are the relative dierenes between Feedbak TLA
model and ommon TLA model (without transitions from high exited states
(n ≥ 3) and feedbaks): result for nmax = 2 (i.e. feedbak 3 ⇒ 2 is taken into
aount) is shown by dashed line, result for nmax = 3 (i.e. feedbaks 4⇒ 3⇒ 2
are taken into aount) is shown by dashed-dotted line, result for nmax = 5 (i.e.
feedbaks 6 ⇒ ... ⇒ 2 are taken into aount) is shown by dashed-dotted line,
result for nmax = 30 (i.e. feedbaks 31 ⇒ ... ⇒ 2 are taken into aount) is
shown by solid line. Note that urve for nmax = 5 is very lose to the urve for
nmax = 30.
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Figure 6: The relative dierene of free eletron onentration between Feedbak
TLA model and TLA model taking into aount transitions from high exited
np-states n ≥ 3 (i.e. TLA model with Cn = 1). This result is obtained for the
number of levels nmax = 10.
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Figure 7: Top panel: 1s→2p absorption oeients for hydrogen (solid line)
and deuterium (dashed line) as funtions of relative frequeny deviation from
entral frequeny of hydrogen Lyα-line. Curves are shown for moment z = 1300.
Bottom panel: optial depths of absorption at HI 1s→2p transition (solid line)
and at DI 1s→2p transition (dashed line). Dotted line shows the unity level.
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Figure 8: Top panel: Coeient C23P as a funtion of redshift z with taking
into aount hydrogen ontinuum absorption (solid line) and without taking into
aount hydrogen ontinuum absorption (i.e. for τH21P⇒23P = 0, dashed line)
Bottom panel: Optial depth τH21P⇒23P as a funtion of redshift z (aording
formula (33)). Dotted line shows the unity level.
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Figure 9: Eetive esape probability C23P
(
PH23P + P
r
23P
)
as a funtion of redshift
z with taking into aount feedbak (solid line) and without (i.e. for C23P = 1,
dashed line)
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Figure 10: Dependene of Ne/NH (relative number of free eletron normalized by
the total number of hydrogen atoms and ions) on redshift z: the result for model
without feedbak is shown by dashed line, the result for model with feedbak and
partial taking into aount hydrogen ontinuum absorption (i.e. PH21P and P
H
23P
take into aount hydrogen ontinuum absorption, but τH21P⇒23P = 0) is shown
by dashed-dotted line, the result for model with feedbak and omplete taking
into aount hydrogen ontinuum absorption (τH21P⇒23P is alulated by formula
(33)) is shown by solid line.
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Figure 11: Relative hange of free eletron onentration ∆Ne/Ne as a funtion
of redshift z: (i) the result for model with feedbak and partial taking into
aount hydrogen ontinuum absorption (i.e. PH21P and P
H
23P take into aount
hydrogen ontinuum absorption, but τH21P⇒23P = 0) is shown by dashed line, (ii)
the result for model with feedbak and omplete taking into aount hydrogen
ontinuum absorption (τH21P⇒23P is alulated by formula (33)) is shown by solid
line.
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